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ABSTRACT

ON THE ADAPTIVE MULTI-STAGE DETECTOR FOR
CANCELLATION OF MULTIUSER INTERFERENCE IN CDMA

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

by
Nadir Sezgin

The classical multiple access techniques such as Frequency Division Multiple

Access (FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schemes are band

limited in terms of their capacity to be used for mobile radio communication. Recent

developments in the area of digital signal processing, makes Code Division Multiple

Access (CDMA) as a possible solution to the demand of capacity for the mobile radio

communication. The capacity of CDMA is limited by multiuser interference, that is

the interference from the other users.

The goal of this dissertation is to improve the multiuser CDMA detector with

high Bit Error Rate (BER) performance, low complexity, near-far resistance as

well as flexibility to be applied to a wide range of communication channels. We

developed an adaptive multi-stage CDMA detector to cancel the multiuser inter-

ference. The first-stage of the detector, called decorrelating detector, decorrelates

the correlated signals obtained at the match filter bank. The second-stage, called

canceller, cancels the multiuser interference exist in the desired signals, using the

decorrelated user signals obtained at the decorrelating detector output. The key

future of this multi-stage detector is being purely adaptive. The combination of

adaptive decorrelating detector and adaptive canceller allows the multi-stage detector

achieve near-optimum BER performance and at the same time remain computa-

tionally effective. To increse achievable BER performance an adaptive soft limiter

is used at the canceller stage. The underlying structure of this multi-stage detector



(i.e. being purely adaptive) allows it to be applied to different channel character-

istics. However, throughout this dissertation we use Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) channel for simplicity. To address some of the potential problems that

may arise in practice, the adaptive decorrelating detector is tested using computer

simulation and in-depth analysis of the problem. If necessary, an alternative solution

that do not change the main characteristics of the detector (such as adaptivity and

simplicity) is provided. Overall, we conclude that our adaptive detector with its

high BER performance and adaptation ability to different channel characteristics,

can be considered as an alternative solution to the problem of multiuser interference

cancellation in CDMA communication.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

There has been a substantial increase in demand for mobile wireless communication in

recent years. This trend is evident especially in the popularity of mobile phones. The

transmission media that exist for wireless communication is unfortunately limited by

the band-width of radio channel. As the number of the subscribers for the wireless

communication grows, the multiple access schemes with a higher capacity become

more crucial.

Three main multiple access schemes are customarily in use. These are

Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access

(TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). With FDMA and TDMA

the radio channel is partitioned into the independent single-user subchannels. These

are called "static channel sharing multiple access methods" [33], that is the allocated

channel for a specific user cannot be used for any other user for the duration of

communication. Therefore these strategies are bandwidth limited in terms of their

capacity to provide multiuser access for the wireless communication. This results in

a very inefficient channel sharing especially for the voice communication. Because,

during a typical conversation, a person talks only one third of the time. On the other

hand, CDMA is a dynamic channel sharing technique, all the available spectrum is

used by for every user. A distinct signature sequence is assigned to each user, and

the received signal is correlated with this signature sequence in order to detect the

data. As a result of the cross correlation between the user signature sequences the

CDMA capacity is limited by the interference from the other users. Any reduction

of interference from the other users linearly contributes to the capacity [16]. In this

prospect, CDMA is believed to be a good candidate for the multiple access wireless

radio communication.

1
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The near-far problem is known as the inability of recovering a weak signal in the

presence of strong interfering signals. The closed or open loop power control has been

suggested as a solution to this problem. By controlling mobile radio's transmitting

power it is possible to assure all the received signals, desired or interfering, have equal

power. However, power control requires significant reduction in signal energies of

strong users in order for the weak user to achieve a reliable communication. Therefore

power control becomes self defeating since it decreases the anti-jamming capability

of the system as well as reduction in the multiple access ranges. For this reason the

design of near-far resistant detectors can be considered as a primary goal in CDMA

communication [33].

The characteristics of the mobile radio communication channel is another

important issue for the successful design and development of the CDMA detectors.

Even though some of the analytical models such as Rayleigh, Rician, Lognormal

[28] have been developed to characterize the channel, the mobile communication

channel, especially the indoor mobile communication channel is highly non-linear,

time variant as well as location dependent [17]. Therefore the CDMA detector that

adapts itself to the channel characteristics with a minimum overhead data is an

important research task of our work.

As a solution to the near-far problem in CDMA, an adaptive detector that

can be used at the base station for mobile radio communication, is proposed. This

detector contains two stages. The first stage; the decorrelating detector, decorrelates

the multiuser signals from each other in an adaptive manner and generate tentative

estimates of users' data. The second stage; the canceller, exploit the tentative

decision at the output of the decorrelating detector to cancel multiuser interferences

that interfere with the desired signal of each user.

Since the capacity of the CDMA system is limited by the multiuser interference

the developed detector increases the system capacity. The adaptive stages of the
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detectors are tested under different scenarios and compared to the their non-adaptive

or pre-existing adaptive counterparts. For the ease of analysis AWGN channel with

multiuser interference is assumed throughout the dissertation.

1.1 Outline of Dissertation

We briefly described the limitations of FDMA and TDMA for the increasing demand

in wireless communications in this chapter. We also stated the most important

problems of CDMA, as a limit to its capacity. In this dissertation, an adaptive multi-

stage detector which is proposed as a solution to reduce the multiuser interference

and hence increase the multi access capability of the system is discussed. Some issues

related to its BER performance improvement are presented. Particular attention is

paid to the asynchronous uplink channel. In Chapter 2, the Direct Sequence (DS) 1

CDMA system is first described as a background to understand multi-stage detection

schemes. The basic concept of multi-stage detection schemes is then explained.

The first-stage (decorrelating detector) and second-stage (canceller) detectors are

examined briefly.

Chapter 3 presents the adaptive bootstrap decorrelating detector as the first-

stage detector for the one-shot asynchronous CDMA communication system, when

the delay estimation of the user codes is not precise. A detailed analysis of this

one-shot asynchronous CDMA system, the steady state weights for this Bootstrap

separator, and the corresponding BER performance of the system are given.

In Chapter 4 an adaptive setting of the threshold of soft limiter at the output

of the first stage detector, rather than hard limiter is proposed. Optimum adaptive

weights and soft limiter thresholds with respect to minimizing multiuser interference

at the detector output are found. In order to make calculations tractable, BER

'Throughout this dissertation DS-CDMA is used as the CDMA communication
protocol. For the convenience of the reader the use of the word "DS" is avoided, since
it is clear from the context.
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performance of two-user synchronous CDMA system is obtained and compared to

the BER performances for the systems, previously proposed, with hard limiter or

heuristic soft limiter.

Chapter 5 deals with the problem of singularity, that may arise in the one-shot

asynchronous CDMA communication system. It has been shown that under certain

relative delays between user codes, the "partial cross correlation matrix" (PCCM) 2

becomes singular. We show that with such circumstances, the adaptive weights of

the bootstrap decorrelating detector proposed in Chapter 3 do not converge. Two

different adaptive schemes are proposed as a solution to this problem. In the first

scheme, we eliminate the rows of the PCCM which cause reduced rank and decor-

relate only the independent outputs. For finding this rows we use adaptive algorithm

that minimizes the decorrelator output powers, and show that, in fact, these rows

correspond to zero output power. In the second scheme, for controlling the bootstrap

weights, we propose a soft limiter instead of hard limiter. We show that with a

wide range of the threshold, this modified bootstrap decorrelating detector weights

converge regardless of the PCCM singularity. A detailed derivation of steady state

weights is provided for both approaches. The BER performances of the proposed

schemes are also obtained by simulation and compared to the performance of the

"non-adaptive decorrelating detector" which is based on generalized inverse under

the same scenario.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the main results of the dissertation.

1.2 Contributions

The design of near-far resistant CDMA detectors for the reduction of multiuser inter-

ference has been one of the active research areas in Center for Communication and

Signal Processing Research (Communication Lab) at NJIT [4-11], [23-26], [35] in

2 Definition of PCCM will be given later.
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recent years. This dissertation extends some of the previously done research in this

area, as well as brings some new developments to the problem of interference cancel-

lation and multiuser detection in general. The focus of this work is on the use of

adaptive schemes with a reasonable complexity for the reduction of the multiuser

interference in CDMA systems. The work presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 is new.

Chapter 3 is mainly contributed by Prof. Bar-Ness, Chapter 4 is the joint contri-

bution of the author and Prof. Bar-Ness. Chapter 5 is mainly contributed by the

author.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND FOR MULTI-STAGE CDMA DETECTION

In this chapter, we first describe a general CDMA transmission system for asynchronous

communication. Then, the limitations of the conventional matched filter-bank

detector used in multiuser CDMA detection are stated for both synchronous and

asynchronous communication. In Section 2.2 the notion of near-far resistant decor-

relating detection is introduced as a solution to the multiuser detection of CDMA

signals. This is also used as a first stage for the multi-stage detection. However,

with this detector, increase in the spectral density of the AWGN noise results in

a degraded BER performance. Instead, in a two-stage detector, the output of the

decorrelating detector is used to generate a tentative decision which is employed

by the canceller stage to reduce the multiuser interference present in the matched

filter-bank output. The interference canceller stage is explained in Section 2.3. One

may use the outputs of the second stage as tentative decisions to be used for another

canceller as a third stage. This can be extended to as many stages as possible in

order to obtain a better cancellation of multiuser interference. However, to illustrate

the concept, we restrict ourselves to two stages (decorrelator-canceller) only.

Adaptive and non-adaptive counter parts are presented for both first and second

stages of the detector. The material presented in this chapter is not new, however it

serves as a background for the thorough understanding of the work presented in the

following chapters.

6
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2.1 Baseband CDMA Transmitter

A baseband transmitter model of a basic CDMA system for K asynchronous users

is depicted in Figure 2.1.

sK(t—iT —TK)

Figure 2.1 Baseband equivalent CDMA transmitter model

Each user is assumed to transmit a sequence of statistically independent data

bits bk (i) with a bit energy ak and a unique signature sequence s k delayed by Tk at

a bit interval T. The received equivalent baseband signal is

r(t) 	 E E bk(i)Vak(i)sk(t iT — Tk ) n(t), 	 (2.1)
k=1 i

where n(t) is a zero mean AWGN with a two-sided power spectral density of N 0 /2.

2.1.1 Matched Filtered Detection for Synchronous CDMA

The CDMA communication is synchronous, if all the users transmit their ith bits

at the same time. That is, the signature delays Tks in Eq. (2.1) are the same for all

users. Without loss of generality, we take Tk = 0, k =1,...,K. We also assume

that the signature sequences are periodic with a bit interval T. Therefore, for the

synchronous CDMA communication the received equivalent baseband signal can be
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(2.2)

written as

r(t) = E E bk(i).1 ak (i)sk(t) n(t).
k=i

The matched filter-bank for K-user synchronous CDMA is depicted in Figure 2.2.

dt

s1(t)

r(t) 	 dt

s2(t)

xK
dt

sK(t)

Figure 2.2 Matched filter bank for synchronous CDMA.

Each matched filter output x k is obtained by correlating the received signal

by the signature sequence of the kth user. The matched filter-bank output can be

written in a vector form as

x = P Ab -I- n 	 (2.3)

where P is the K x K cross correlation matrix:

- 	 1 	 P12	 • • • 	 P1K

P = P12	 1 	 • • • 	 P2K
(2.4)

P1K	 P2K	 • • • 	 1	 ...

so that

pia =
T

1 	 s k (t)si(t)dt,
a

k, 1 = 1, ... , K;	 (2.5)

A = diag(faT., • • •, 	 .V a K ), 1b(i) 	 = 	 [b(i), ..., 1) 1,- (i)1 T , 	 and 	 n(i) 	 is a 	 zero-mean

Gaussian noise vector with covariance vector PN0 /2.
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One may apply hard limiter to the matched filter-bank output vector x for

the multiuser detection. This detection scheme is also known as conventional single

user detection which is optimum in terms of BER performance for the interference-

-free AWGN channels. However, in the case of multiuser interference, the conven-

tional single user detector performance degrades quickly as the level of interference

increases. The assumption that multiuser interference can be modeled as a white

Gaussian process does not hold in practical situations [33]. Therefore, the multiuser

signals obtained at the output of the matched filter-bank are further decorrelated

before the decision is made. This procedure is called decorrelating detection and is



         

10  

fT d                          

s1 (t)         

IT dt                          

s '(t)/ v ei                  

fT dt      r(t)                            

sAt) 1 -0 —E2           

LK    
fT dt                       

sfi,-(1),LvIcK                   

fT dt XX            

4( t )1 "V1 EK     

Figure 2.3 Matched filter bank for one-shot asynchronous CDMA.

The output of the matched filter bank in matrix notation is given by

x = P Ab n, 	 (2.8)

where P is the (2K — 1) x (2K — 1) cross correlation matrix:

P =

_

	

912 
nR 	 ,L 	 ,R -1 	 r12 N12 	 vii-C P1K

,,,/, 1	 0 	 „LL „LR
P21 	 If2K v2K
„R 0 	 1 	 ,,RL nRR
N21 	 N2K N2K

•

,L PK2 „LR
	t-Ki PK2 PK2 	 1 	 0

„R 	 ,,RI., 	 RR 0	 1_ PK1 1".K2 PK2 ' • 	 _

(2.9)

A diag (Va1, 1/a262, Va2 (1 — 62)) • N/aK 6K , IaK(1 — EK)), and

b = [bi (0) , b2 (-1) , b2 (0) , 	 b K (-1) , bK(0)] T . The n is a zero-mean Gaussian noise

vector with covariance matrix PN0 /2, x(0) = [x 1 (0), 4(0), x -N0), 	 , xf‹.' (0), x*(0)1T,



Pik

„R
1-'1k

0k1L'k1

„RR
"kl

L
P 

R
k1

RL
Plm

Ei)

1 IT
.4(t)sr(t)dt

ek(1 — 	 °

1 
	 Jo 5 1:(t)Sr(t)dt

= 0 forPRL
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which corresponds to the output of the filters matched to s i (t), &k W, where

s -k/7. (t), k 	 2, 3, ... , K respectively, and

1
51(t)4(t)di

Ek
1 T

— Ek J(0
1

	. si(t)4(t)dt,

Jo  k
S(i)S(t)dt

.10j 8 11!(t)sfl(t)dt, 	 k,1= 2, 3, ... , K.
— 60El

Clearly, pi' = pikle 	 PLY pf.r = 0, pifiR = 0 for Tk

and n(0) = [n 1 (0), r4 (0), aN0), 	 , nf‹. (0), nZ(0)7 with

n i (0) =
J 

n(t)si(t)dt,
J0 f T

rd(0) =  	 n(t)sfdt,
X o

n1:(0) = 	
1 

	n(t)sRk(t)dt, 	 k = 2, 3, ... K. 	 (2.11)
\/1 — Ek fo

2.2 Multi-Stage Detection

Upon realizing the inefficiency of using the matched filter detector for multiuser

detection in CDMA, Verdi developed multiuser detectors that are optimum in terms

of their BER performance for both synchronous and asynchronous CDMA systems

[34]. The problem with these detectors is their exponential complexity with respect

to the number of users, which may render them impractical.

Multi-stage detection is a suboptimum solution to the CDMA multiuser

detection problem. Its complexity is linearly proportional to the the number of

users_ The main idea of the multiuser detection is to obtain a tentative estimate of
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the multiuser bits, then use these bits to reconstruct the multiuser interference and

finally subtract the constructed interference from the matched filter-bank output

signal. The better the tentative estimate of the original bits are, the better the

multiuser interference cancellation is.

The tentative decision of the user bits can be obtained using a decorrelating

detector as the first-stage. Then the output of the decorrelating detector is used to

reconstruct and cancel the interference in the second-stage. This stage is referred to

as the canceller stage. One may use the output of the canceller stage as the tentative

decision and apply it to another canceller in the third-stage. This can be repeated

for as many stages as we want, hence the name multi-stage.

We restrict ourselves to two-stage detectors only —the decorrelating detector as

the first-stage and the canceller as the second-stage. Both of these stages are briefly

explained in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Decorrelating Detector

This detector decorrelates the correlated matched filter-bank output signal vector.

We present two types of decorrelating detectors commonly in use, one is non-adaptive

and the other is adaptive.

2.2.1.1 Non-adaptive Decorrelating Detector This clecorrelating detector

uses the inverse of the cross correlation matrix P to transform the output the

matched filter-bank. That is the output signal vector of the decorrelating detector

can be written as

z

Ab + (2.12)

'The term "decorrelator" for the adaptive version is only used loosely, since it only
decorrelate each output with a nonlinear function of the other outputs.
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where

The kth output signal is

Zk =	 k =1,...,K. 	 (2.13)

Note that there is no multiuser interference in the output signal of the decor-

relating detector. However, the AWGN variance is increased such that

where Pk.-7,1 is the kkth element of /3-1 .

The tentative multiuser bit estimates are obtained by passing the decorrelating

detector output signals through a hard limiter. Therefore from Eq. (2.13)

(2.15)bk = sgn(zk), 	 k = 1, ... K,

and in vector form,

6 = sgn(z). (2.16)

2.2.1.2 Adaptive Decorrelating Detector This decorrelating detector, also

known as the "Bootstrap Separator," was first introduced by Bar-Ness [1,2] in his

work for cancelling cross polarization interference. It was thereafter used in number

of applications [3], [13,14], [21]. Its particular advantage as a decorrelating detector

in the context of this work is given in [5]. It exploits the fact that the transmitted

multiuser signals are uncorrelated with each other, and use this fact for the weight

iteration algorithm to decorrelate the signals obtained at the matched filter-bank.

It does not need any other information or reference bits for the convergence of the

weights.

The bootstrap decorrelating detector is an adaptive linear transformation

applied to the output of the matched filter-bank. The block diagram of the bootstrap

detector for K CDMA users is depicted in Figure 2.4.



A
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The adaptive weights for kth user are updated such that, the cross correlations

between the kth output and signum function of all other users are minimized. That

is

wkl ÷-"-• Wkl 	 tiE{zksva(zi)},	 k,1 = 1,	 , K,	 k	 1 , 	 (2.20)

where sgn•) is used as a discrimination function in order to discriminate the

bootstrap decorrelating detector outputs.

The decorrelating detector bit estimate vector can be written as

b = sgn(z). 	 (2.21)

2.2.2 Multiuser Interference Canceller

The tentative multiuser bit estimates obtained at the decorrelating detector output

are used to estimate the multiuser interference present at the matched filter-bank

output signals. The estimation is done in a non-adaptive or adaptive manner.

2.2.2.1 Non -adaptive Canceller The cross correlation matrix P is used to

reconstruct the multiuser interference at the canceller. Then the reconstructed

multiuser interference is subtracted from the actual multiuser interference present

in the matched filter-bank output signal vector [31,32]. This is done as follows:

	

y x (I — P)Ab, 	 (2.22)

where I is the K x K identity matrix.

Note that, in order to reconstruct the interference, the canceller needs to know

the signal energy of every user, beside the knowledge of the cross correlation matrix

P.

Finally, the multiuser bit estimate at the canceller output is obtained by passing

the canceller output signal vector through a hard limiter. That is,

b 	 sgn(y)• 	 (2.23)
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2.2.2.2 Adaptive Canceller This adaptive multiuser interference canceller, is

based on the idea of minimizing the signal energy of the kth detector output yk

with respect to the other users' tentative estimate bits obtained at the decorrelating

detector. The adaptive canceller is depicted in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Adaptive multiuser interference canceller for K CDMA signals.

The adaptive weight matrix of the canceller can be written as

0 U12 ' • ' U1K

U = U21 	 0 	 U2K

UK1 UK2 • " 0

The kth output signal of the canceller is

(2.24)

yk — u, bk, (2.25)

where uk is kth row vector of the weight matrix U without its kth element and bk

is obtained from the decorrelating detector output bit estimate vector b by deleting

its kth element bk.



Uki 4 Ukt p, 	
ki

DE{

Uki 	 Ukt 2AE{Ykk}, 	 k 	 1. (2.26)
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The minimization of power of the kth output signal y k with respect to the other

users' estimate bits takes place in an iterative manner such that

Finally, the kth user bit estimate obtained at the canceller output can be

written as

bk = sgn(Yk) 	 (2.27)

2.3 Summary

This chapter serves as a background to the CDMA communication system and multi-

stage detection scheme. We have briefly explained synchronous and asynchronous

CDMA communication systems. For the ease of the analysis, the baseband

equivalent model is used. It is demonstrated that with respect to the chosen

one-shot user, except for system dimension, the asynchronous CDMA system is

essentially equivalent to the synchronous CDMA system.

We also explained, in this chapter, the principles of multi-stage detection. The

first two stages of the multi-stage CDMA detector, that is, the decorrelating detector

and the canceller were presented in detail. These are the essential components of

the multi-stage detector. For these stages, both adaptive and non-adaptive schemes

were introduced.



CHAPTER 3

BOOTSTRAP SEPARATOR FOR ASYNCHRONOUS CDMA
COMMUNICATION WITH CODE-DELAY ESTIMATION ERROR

In asynchronous CDMA communication the delay estimation of the user codes

depends on the accuracy of the synchronization scheme used. In many practical

situations., however, perfect delay estimation is not possible. Therefore, the decorre-

lating detector used as the first stage for the multi-stage detector has to be robust

to the code delay estimation errors.

In this chapter the BER performances of the adaptive and non-adaptive decor-

relating detectors are compared for an asynchronous CDMA communication system

with a code delay estimation error. In Section 3.1, the one-shot matched filter-bank

output signal vector with a code delay estimation error is formulated. In Section 3.2

the BER performances of non-adaptive and adaptive decorrelating detectors are

found numerically for two asynchronous CDMA users whose code delay estimates

are erroneous. Finally, in Section 3.3 simulation results for these two users are

demonstrated and observations from these results are stated.

3.1 One-Shot Matched Filter with Code Delay Estimation Error

For the asynchronous CDMA system, the equivalent low pass received signal to the

one-shot matched filter-bank input is given in Eq. (2.6) and reproduced here for

convenience

/4\r(t) 	 ,07,1,91(t)b1(0) E Rakek 	 sk muk(-1)
k=2 	 VEk

-h a 
	 1

k(1 — Ek) 	 8 /1:(t)bk(0)] 	 n(t), 	 (3.1)
N/1 — Ek

For the sake of simplicity we will restrict ourselves to two asynchronous CDMA users

only. Extension to a higher number of users is relatively simple.
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s 2 (t T — 72 ) if 0 < t < T2

0 	 if T2 < < T

0
	

if 0 < t < T2
s 2 (t — T2 ) if T2 < t < T

(0)
fT dt

r(t)
IT dt

s1(t) 

fT d 
x'3 (0)              
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Representing the signal of Eq. (3.1) in one-shot of the ith bit of user one, and

without loss of generality, letting i = 0, we write,

r(t) = Va i s 1 (t)bi (0) ./a262s2 (t)b2 ( —1)
E2-

-hia 2 (1 — 62 ) 0 1 E2 s /At)b2 (0) n(t), 	 (3.2)

where 0 < 72 < T is considered to be estimated with an error, and;

62 = 17.2 4(t T 7-2 )dt.	 (3.3)

As shown in Figure 3.1, r(t) is applied to the one-shot matched filter-bank with

a code delay estimation error.

47 ,V1 - E t2

Figure 3.1 One-shot matched filter-bank for 2 asynchronous CDMA users with
code-delay estimation error.

That is, the signature function of Eq. (3.3) is extended to T 12 instead of T2 and

normalized by 63 instead of 62 . That is,

3 '(t)
2

s 2 (t T — T2) if 0 < t < T2O 
if < <
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to	 if 0 5_ t2(t

	 T2) if T2 < t < T
T

4(t T TDdt. (3.4)

The output of the first filter is

4(0) = 10 r(t)s i (t)dt

= vC 1 bi (0) Va2E2Pi2 b2(-1)

y a2(1 — f2)Pjilb2( 0 )
	

(3.5)

where n'i (0) foT n(t)s i (t)dt is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance N0 /2, and

	r 12 	 r--	 81(04 (t)dt	n  L 	 1  IT
V 62 0

	

R	 1 IT(I	 sl(t)4(t)dt. 	 (3.6)
1/1 — e 2 0

The output of the second filter is given by

fT
4	

1
(0) = 	 j r(t)s --` 1 (t)dto 

	

=	 b1 (0) + Va2E2g2'L b2(-1)

Va 2 (1 — e2)g2iR b2(0) n'2 (0), 	 (3.7)

where

	P 21

	 1 Io

 T S1(04/ (t)dt

V22 — .ve262 	41(04(i)dt	/I L' LI	 1

	V22
R 	 12"	 (t)s(t)dt

v' e2 (1	 e2) C)

	 (3.8)

and

n'2(0) 	
1 	

s2 ni,t)at .
fT v

(3 .9)



and

	Ar 3 (0) 	 n(t)s-1231 dt .il
— e2

Combining Eqs. (3.5), (3.7) and (3.10) in a matrix form,

(3.12)

The output of the third filter is given by 

21

1 
40) =	 6,2 	r(i)3 1231 (t)dt

= Nictip l2 b1(0) via2E2/4 11 b2(-1) 

v(a2 (1 — € 2 )p 2'Rb2 (0) + r4(0), ( 3.1 0 )

1
—E2 LT Snt)81(t)dt

1 	f Ri

\/(1 	 62)e2 	
s21k,t)si(t)dt

fT R 	 p

\/( 1 — 62 )(1 _ 62) Jo sY 1 (04- (t)dt

where

P21

P22
JeL

„R'R
P22 (3.1 1 )

x'(0) = P / Ab (0) +	 (3.13)

where
1 „L

P12

P P21I;PR
P21

P22P22
nR'L
v22

„R
P12
„L'R
v22
PR R
 _

(3.14 )

( 3.1 5 )

A = diag 	 a1, Ve2a2, 	 — €2)a2)

diag (a1, a2, a3)

b(0)	 [b1 (0) , b2 ( —1), b3 (0)1 T and re(0) is a zero-mean Gaussian noise vector with

the covariance matrix,
1 P21

,Ie -
v21 No= P21 I 0

2•_ 0 1

(3.16)
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3.2 Decorrelating Detector

In this section both non-adaptive and adaptive decorrelating detectors are examined

when the user code delay estimations are not precise. Their BER performances are

also formulated in the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 Non -Adaptive Decorrelating Detector

The non-adaptive decorrelating detector was explained in Section 2.2. It decorrelates

the signal vector obtained at the matched filter-bank output by multiplying it with

the inverse of the cross correlation matrix. The cross correlation matrix is obtained

from the user codes and their delay estimations. For two asynchronous CDMA users

when the delay estimation of the second user code is erroneous, the receiver will

assume that the cross correlation matrix is

1 	PE	 )9.'1
P =[P iit 1 	0 (3.17)

pRi 	0	 1
, 21 	 -

and use it to obtain the output of the decorrelating detector. That is

z(0) 	 = 	 P -1 x'(0)

= 	 JAb(0) + 	 (0),	 (3.18)

where J = P - 1 P' and (0) = P- I n/(0). Comparing Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) we

note that Efn'(0)n'T(0)} = PN0/2. Therefore (0) is a Gaussian noise vector with

covariance matrix 1) -1 No /2.

Note that J is not a diagonal matrix. Therefore, the use of the inverse of P as a

linear transformation on the matched filter-bank output vector cannot decorrelate the

matched filter-bank output vector. That is, the non-adaptive decorrelating detector

is no longer near-far resistant. This results in a substantial BER performance degra-

dation for the non-adaptive decorrelating detector. The BER for the kth user can
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Figure 3.2 Numerical BER performance of the non-adaptive decorrelating detector
for fixed interference and variable SNR 1 .
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-10 	 -8 	 -6 	 -4 	 -2 	 0 	 2 	 4 	 6 	 8 	 10
SNR2 - SNR 1

Figure 3.3 Numerical BED, performance of the non-adaptive decorrelating detector
for variable interference and fixed SNR 1 .
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3.2.2 Bootstrap Decorrelating Detector

Since the code delay estimations used at the one-shot matched filter-bank are

erroneous, the cross correlation matrix obtained at the matched filter-bank is also

erroneous. Using the inverse of the cross correlation matrix that corresponds to

erroneous delays, to transform output of the one-shot matched filter-bank, results in

BER performance degradation. Instead we propose to use the bootstrap adaptive
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From Eq. (2.17) the bootstrap decorrelating detector output can be written as

z(0) = x(0) — Wx(0), 	 (3.22)

where
W12 W130

W21

W31

0
W32

W23

0
(3.23)

3.2.2.1 Steady State Weights The kth output of the decorrelator can be

expressed as,

Zk 	 Xk — W k. atqc
	 (3.24)

where w2k is the kth row vector of W with the element wk k deleted and xi, is the

vector obtained from x by deleting xk.

For controlling the weights, we use the steepest descent algorithm which simul-

taneously reduces the absolute value of the correlation between the outputs of the

decorrelator and the decision on all other outputs. That is, the weight wk i is

controlled by the recursion

wkl 	 tyks 	 ttEfzksgn(zi)} , 	 k,1 = 1, . , K, 	 k 	 1. 	 (3.25)

The above recursion reaches steady-state in the mean when E { z k sgn(z i )} = 0. Note

that w12 , for example, is used to cancel the residue of b2 (-1) at the output of z1 .

It will settle down only when that residue (being correlated with 4 2 (-1)) is zero.

But any reduction of b 2 (-1) at z 1 will improve b 1 (0) (smaller error), being more

effective in reducing the residue of b 1 (0) at z2 and z3 through the weights w21 and

w31 . Therefore, the process of residue cancellation is enhanced successively which

justify, using the name "bootstrap" in previous applications.

Eq. (3.25) can be written in vectoral form as

wk 	 wk itEfzksgn(zk)}, 	 (3.26)
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where again zk is obtained from z by deleting zk. The steady state is reached if

E{zk sgn(zk)} = 0 for k = 1, 2, 3.

In the following derivations the cross correlation matrix is assumed to be non-

singular. Let sgn(z k ) = bk. If we assume the SNR's are large enough so that the main

contribution to the decorrelating detector output error is the multiuser interference,

then E{zk bk,} can be approximated by

E{ zk bk}
	 [I — 2Pr(b k is erroneous)]E{zkbk }

E{zkb k }. 	 (3.27)

Equating E{zk bk} to zero and using the above approximation we get

E{zkbk} P‘2, E{(Akkickbk p7k'Akb k n k — full'ac k )b k } = 0,	 (3.28)

where pkk is the kth term of the diagonal of P, the Viik is the kth diagonal term of

A, the pk is the kth row vector of P without its kth element and the Ak is a matrix

obtained from A by deleting its kth row and column.

From the above equation

E{pkkvickbkbk} E{(PTAkbk)bk} E{nkbk} E{(w7:xk)bk} = 0.	 (3.29)

It is easy to show that E{b k bk} = 0, E{(PTAkbk)bk} 	 AkPk, and E{nkbk} = 0,

so that

E{(wTxk)bk} AkPk. 	 (3.30)

From (2.8)

Xk =
Ak 0

{ Pk Pk
] o Vak Ttk

=. Po 	 b -4- 	 ,(- b +- 1c--k-k 	 ak-k nk•
	 (3.31)

where Pk is obtained from P by deleting its kth row and column and the p k is the

kth column vector of P without its kth element. Therefore,

E{(WITX0bk} AkPIWk•
	 (3.32)



where Ck is obtained from the covariance matrix C by deleting its kth row and

column.

From the above equation, the BER for the kth user can be calculated as

BERk = Q ((I- — PT Pk-1Pk)Nrcik) (3.36)
k

where Q(x) = —__ 1 CCOcy2 n

-2 Tr i x '	 144.

3.3 Simulation Results

A two user one-shot asynchronous CDMA system is simulated with the actual delay

of the second user signature sequence with respect to the first user 6 2 being 0.4 and

the estimated delay E2 being 0.35. The resulting cross correlation matrix at the

matched filter-bank with the delay estimation error is assumed to be

1[0.3162 0.7746
0.3101P = 	 0.9354 	 0 	 . 	 (3.37)
0.9297 0.0981 0.9608
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The matched filter-bank output vector is then applied to the non-adaptive

decorrelating detector as well as to the bootstrap separator. The BER performance

of the desired user (user 1) is depicted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 for various desired

and interfering signal energies.

lt is observed that the non-adaptive decorrelating detector is very sensitive to

the signature sequence delay estimation errors, whereas the bootstrap separator is

not so sensitive to the delay estimation errors.
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. 	 .•... 	 _ 	 _ 	 _
SNR2 - SNR1

Figure 3.6 Simulated BER performance comparison of the adaptive and non-
adaptive decorrelating detectors for variable interference and fixed SNR 1 .
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have compared the robustness of adaptive and non-adaptive decor-

relating detectors against the code delay estimation error. The delay estimation error

is a problem of asynchronous (up-link) CDMA communication. Therefore, we used

the one-shot detection scheme.

The effect of the code delay estimation error on the matched filter-bank was

derived in detail. Both the adaptive and non-adaptive decorrelating detector BER

performances are obtained for comparison. Because of the code delay estimation

error, it is observed that the non-adaptive decorrelating detector is no longer near-

far resistant and its BER performance depreciates significantly. On the other hand,

the adaptive decorrelating detector (the bootstrap separator) is robust against the

delay estimation error and has a superior BER performance compared to the non-

adaptive decorrelating detector.



CHAPTER 4

ADAPTIVE TENTATIVE SOFT LIMITER FOR ADAPTIVE
MULTI-STAGE CDMA DETECTOR

When the interfering signal bit energies are low, the tentative bit estimates for these

signals, obtained at the decorrelating detector output, are not accurate. It is observed

that if the hard limiters are eliminated and these signals are used directly instead

of their bit estimates a better BER performance is obtained for the canceller in

the low interference region. This is depicted in Figure 4.1 for two synchronous

CDMA users. Wherein two-stage detector without hard limiters perform better

than one with the hard limiters when SNR2 — SNIT]. < —1 dB. This is the main

motivation for using soft limiter [11]. For setting up the thresholds of these limiters

[11] suggests a "heuristic formula" which requires signal measurements at the output

of the decorrelating detector.

In this chapter, we adopt the idea of setting the soft limiter thresholds

adaptively. Thus the major drawback of the heuristic threshold method, the need

for signal measurement and evaluating the threshold values, are avoided. In the

following section the system model used is described. Then, in Section 4.2, the

detector's adaptive optimal parameters, that is, steady-state canceller weights and

steady state threshold values, are evaluated. Also in this section the iteration

algorithms for both canceller weights and threshold settings are described. In

Section 4.3, a two-user case is demonstrated as an example. In this section also the

BER performance of the two-user system is analytically evaluated and conclusions

are drawn from numerical calculations.
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1 0-2

• I

(Da

1 0-3

Two-Stage Detector w/ Hard Limiter
- Two-Stage Detector w/o Hard Limiter

 Single-Stage Detector (Decorrelator)

10-4
-10 	 -8 	 -6 	 -4 -2 	 0 	 2

SNR2 SNRi, dB

Figure 4.1 BER performance comparison of a two-stage detector, with hard limiter
and without hard limiter. SNRI = 8 dB and p 0.7.
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Zittki 	 if 12"/ < tkl

sgn(z i ) otherwise,f(z1 ) = 1,	 , K,	 1	 k, (4. 1)

f(riki)Z1 Tikl
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4.1 System Model

Both synchronous and one-shot asynchronous CDMA communication systems are

briefly explained in Chapter 2. These communication systems are essentially

equivalent except for system dimensions. That is for K users the synchronous

CDMA system has K dimensions, whereas the asynchronous CDMA system has

2K — 1 dimensions. Without loss of generality we consider synchronous CDMA

communication.

The soft limiter for cancelling the lth user interfering signal from the lath user

signal is given by

where tkl is the threshold value.

Let )'kl = Oki. Then the above equation can be written as

1 	 if Tod > 1
f (iiki) = 	 77k1 	 if — 1 < Tiki < 1

—1 if TA / < —1.

where riki = zlAkl. Therefore this function can be implemented with a gain whose

value is Am followed by a soft limiter with unity slope, as depicted in Figure 4.2.

(4.2)

Figure 4.2 Soft limiter with adaptively controlled threshold.
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With the soft limiter implementation of Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 depicts a block

diagram of the proposed two-stage (decorrelator-canceller) adaptive detector.

Figure 4.3 Two-stage (decorrelator/canceller) detector with adaptive soft limiter.

4.2 Optimal Parameters

From Figure 4.3 the adaptive decorrelating detector thresholds for a K-user CDMA

system can be represented in a matrix form as

0 	 Al2 ' " • AlK

.A21 	 0 	 • • • A2K
(4 .3)

• 	 0AK1 AK2 •





and
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df(riki) { 1 if	 < 1
0 otherwise,

(4.8)

since the f(rikl ) is a soft limiter with unity slope (see Figure 4.2).

Note that the weights uki are a function of the thresholds Aid • Hence, the

notation u ki (A kt ) is used in Eq. (4.5) for the weights.

4.2.2 Optimal Weights

From Eq. (4.5), when the algorithm for the adaptive weights converges, we have

auk(k)
a 

Ef(xk- uT(Ak)f(%)) 2 }au k (Ak)
-2E{(x k uT(Ak)f(rh))f(r/k)}

= 0 	 (4.9)

where uk(A k ) is the kth row vector of U without its kth element.

From the above equation, the steady-state values of the adaptive weights in

terms of the thresholds for the kth CDMA user are

uk,opt (Ak) 	 Eff(71k)fT(710}-1E{xkgrik)}

= Eff(rik).fT erikil -lAkE{f( 110bT}Pk
	 (4.10)

where Ak is matrix A without its kth row and column and pk is the kth row of

matrix P without its kth element.

In the above equation, Etf(ri k )pl (n k )} is a (K — 1) x (K — 1) matrix with

diagonal elements E{ f (ziki) 2 }, 1 =1,... , K, 1 k, derived in Appendix A, and off

diagonal elements Elf(u)f(770}, 1,j = 1, K, 1,j k, 1 j. From Eq. (A.5),

the diagonal elements are

2
1/k1   [(2ao 	 ee 2 )e-'3 / 2 	(2ao 	ta i )e- / 2 ]

V27r

(7,21.(1 a (2)) - Q(ai) Q(a2)1 + Q (ai) Q(a2 ), (4.11)

E{f 2 (710} =
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where aoal/^ nkc^ al = (1 - Aki lc4)/am,„ and a2 = (1 + Akt .ViTt i )/(7,Thi . The off

diagonal elements can be calculated as

	E 11 (rim) f (nki)} — 1-4 2_, 2...., 	 f(770f ( 710P(r/kt, riki)chmickki,
	b t ,b, s=1	 Ds

where b 1 and b.; are the lth and jth user bits respectively. Function p(r/ki,77k.i) is the

joint Gaussian density function of the random variables 17k1 and 71k3. Both random

variables riki and 71kj span the intervals (-oo, -1], [-1,1] and [1, oo). Therefore in

the above equation the integration is performed over 9 different regions. Region D s

is the appropriate region of integration.

The term E{ f ("I OP; } in Eq. (4.10) is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal

elements E{b i f (riki)} , 1 = 1, ... K , 1 k, derived in Appendix A. From Eq. (A.2)

E {bi f (MO} = 	 (e-a2 J2 - e"--412 ) AkI NFt/[1 Q(a1) Q(a2)i+Q(a1) - Q(a2),

(4.13)

where a 1 and a 2 are defined in Eq. (4.11).

4.2.3 Optimal Thresholds

From Eq. (4.6), when the algorithm for the adaptive thresholds converges, we have

a E lyn	 a 
E {(xk 	 (I- k)) 2 }

aAk	 aAk

== —2Uk E{(x k uTi(nk)) dfdt

	

= 0, 	 (4.14)

where aElyWaAk is a vector with elements aEfyWaAki, 1 = 1,... K, 1 k.

The Uk is a diagonal matrix with elements nkl, 1 = 1, 	 , K , 1 k and cif i k ) dAk

is a vector with elements df (77141 dAki, 1 = 1,... ,K, 1	 k.

Assuming all the weights for the kth user, it ki, are non-zero. From the above

equation we have

(4.12)

E {(x k %LT: f (77 k )) df(,7 k) } = 0
ti,Ak

(4.15)
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From Eq. (4.15) the adaptive weights in terms of the optimal threshold values

for the kth user, can be calculated as

Uk (Ak,opt)
E I df (71  fT 01 _1 E {x, df k) 

dAk 	dAk  

df (Mc) PT 	 \ —1

.ti 
f df(%)  LT 1E{  dAk j (ilk)1
	 ktil dA k

(4.16)

In the above equation, Ef[df (%)/dAk]bT} is a diagonal matrix with the

diagonal elements E{b i df (ski) I dAkt} , 1 = 1, . . . , K, k, derived in Appendix A.

From Eq. (A.7)

E {Of (7)1 1
ca 	

{
m 	 Akt

0.„1 (e_412 e
–x112 ) + AkiNgil — Q( 02) — Q(a2)1OTT"

(4.17)

where ce i and o2 are defined in (4.11).

The term E -{{clf (77 k ) dAd.fT (r1 k)} in Eq. (4.16) is a (K - 1) x (K - 1) matrix

with the diagonal elements Eff(riki)df (riki)IdAktl, 1 = 1, . , K, 1 	 k, derived in

Appendix A, Eq. (A.10):

i'	 \di (77 ki)} _ 	
E 	 Oki) dAki	

0-2	n

27C

 [(2a0 - a2 )e-a3 / 2 (2a0 ci i )e-aUp	 2]
Akl 

0.2
t( 1 + 4) [ 1 - Q(c11) Q(c/2)]

and off diagonal elements Eff(?)ki)df (iiki)/dAki 1, 1, 	 1,...,K, 1 , j	 k,

The off diagonal elements can be calculated as

3 	df (27k,i)
E (rikl)df ermi) dAkil = EEff f (7)ki) 

dAkj 
erlkt, TAi)duc171 kJ

bi ,b) s_ i 	Ds

4.3 Two-User Case

The block diagram of the proposed scheme for two-user CDMA is depicted in

Figure 4.4.

The evaluation of Eqs. (4.12) and (4.19) requires numerical integration over the

specified regions using joint Gaussian density function. Nevertheless, using two-users
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where

a2)

G2(ao, 	 ct2)

G3(a l , a2)

ac

a1

a2

7112  (coe3/2 	 e-a?/2)
V27r
Cr 2

7712    ((2a0 — ce2)e-4/2 Pao ai)e
N/27r

= 1 — Q(a1) — Q (a2),

A..12\ic72/ 0.7712,

(1— Ai2Vii2)/67712,= 

+ Al2.1c12)/an12, (4. 23 )
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and Q(a) 	 .4 f e --'22ir 	 /2dx.

The hard limiter case can be obtained from Eq. (4.22) by letting Al2 go to

infinity. The first terms in the numerator and denominator clearly go to zero. The

second term can be shown to go to zero by applying L'Hospital's Rule.

Thus, we are left with

lil 	 U12,opt012) 	 PVIC12 11M
12--, 00 	 Al200

Q(al) Q(a2) 
Q (a1) Q(a2)

a2 (1 	 p2 )
= pl(712 [1— 2(2(11 	 )], (4.24)

which is the same result obtained in [24].   

4.3.2 Optimal Threshold Level

To find the optimal threshold, by using Eq. (4.14) we get

d f (dAAi 12 2z 2 ) 	0.	 (4.25)
afif yn 	df (An z2) 242 E {f 01.2z2) 	 2u12E

dAl28Al2

For u 12 0
{xidf (A l2z2 ) dAl2} 

U12 Pt12,opt) 	 (4.26)
E{ f (Al2z2)df (Al2z2) d Ai2}

Note that the above equation implicitly describes -\12,opt as a function of the weight

U12.
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Using Eqs. (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) we get

pVE 21Gi (al , a2) Al2 ,07t2G3(ai, a2)] 
U12(Al2,opt)(4.27)G2 (ao , al , a 2) 41 , 2 (1 	 a (23 )G3(ai,a2)'

where a0 , a l and a 2 are defined in Eq. (4.23). Clearly, for the definition of a0 , a1

and a 2 in the above equation we use Al2,opt.

If we define the terms in the numerator of Eq. (4.27) as A and those in the

denominator as B, then Eqs. (4.22) and (4.27) can be written as

A + p\jet 2 [Q(ai ) — Q(a2)] 2L12,opt(Al2) = 	 B Q(a1) 	 (?(a2)

and
A

U1012,opt) = - 7 (4.29)

respectively.

To obtain the optimal weight and optimal threshold 1.112,opt and A—12,opt, we

equate Eq. (4.28) to Eq. (4.29) and get

p NAT2 [Q(ai) Q(a2 )] A
u12,0pt,(Al2,0pt) 

Q(cel) Q(a2)
p N/a2[Gi

(a 1
a2) Al2,\F2G3(al. a2)] (4.30)

G2 (ao , a1 , a2 ) o-,2112 (1 + aVG3(cei, a2)

Solving Eq. (4.30) give us the optimal threshold setting Al2,0pt. With this value,

pVIC2[Q(ai,opt) — Q(a2,opt)] 
un,opt(Al2,opt) = 	 (4.31)

Q(ai,opt) + Q(a2,,t)

where

a1,opt
	

(1-	 Al2opt-Vj2) 1 crrii2,

a2,opt
	

(1 + Al2,optvq12) cna2)
	 (4.32)

and u112 A l2 o111 — p2 .

From Eq. (4.29), after some algebraic manipulation we can get the value of the

optimal threshold t 12 = 10■12:

t12,opt = 	
— p2

 (Q(c4) Q(ce2))

(4.28)
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(4.33)a- G4 (a l , a2) ON11,2 , p (Q(ai ) 	 (a2 ))G3 (ai , a2 )

where G4(cei,a2) = Q(a1)e -'3 / 2 - Q(ce2 )e- cq/ 2 and SNR20 = a 2 (1 - p2)I . This

equation gives implicitly the dependence of the optimal threshold t ops on SNR2 and

P.

4.3.3 BER Performance and Numerical Results

For any setting of )112, the optimal weight u 1 2,,,p t (A l2) is given by Eq. (4.22). With

this weight

= - { 1 + {(2 ( 81 +0.\Fti ) QC 	 a'7-(1 )]Q(al)2
(51. 

±[C2(
82 + Va1

) Q(
82 a1 

 )1Q(a2)o- 	 a- }
 - 

1 { 	1 	[1 
[cd(

'Yl. + Val
) Q(

71 - viTC1.
)]exp( 

(n 12 — Ai2N/F12) 2 
) 61124 \/Trcr

7712 J-1 	20-2
7112

N/27ro-,1„ --11 	  1 1 [Q( 72 +0.\firl ) 
QC/2 - )] exp( ( 7712 -I- Al2 ,\A-C2) 2

	2172 	
-.7112}

ni2
(4.34)

where

=PV722(c - 1 ), 	 (52 = P-Va2(c + 1),

'Yi 	 ANAl2(042 - 1), '72 	 p-Va 2 (o712 + 1), 	 (4.35)

and c ui2(t12)1p.VT2. Note that for t12 = t12,0pt, using Eq. (4.30) we get

(1 + SNR2,p)G3(a1, a2) 	 a2)

C = Q(ai,opt) - Q(a2,opt) 

Q(ai,opt) 	 Q(a2,apt)
(4.36)

From Eq. (4.33) it is clear that the optimum threshold setting t 12 is independent

of SNR 1 . The solution of Eq. (4.33) numerically as a function of p is given in

Figure 4.5, with SNR2 as a parameter. In Figure 4.6, we depict t 12 ,,,pt as a function

of SNR2 for p = 0.7. In Figure 4.7 we compare the value of the output energy
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obtained with the hard limiter and with a threshold calculated according to the

heuristic value of [11]. The corresponding probability of error for these cases is given

in Figure 4.8. For comparison, we add to this curve the probability of error at the

output of the decorrelator. Figure 4.9 depicts the same, except for p = 0.3.

Note, particularly in Figure 4.8, that the error probability with the heuristic

setting is better in some regions than with the optimum setting of the threshold. This

is due to the fact that the optimization was performed with respect to minimum

energy, not error probability. In Figure 4.9 the performance is almost the same.

Nevertheless, the advantage of the adaptive threshold setting is in disposing the

need for signal measurement.
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Figure 4.5 Optimal threshold as a function of the correlation coefficient p for
SNR 1 8 dB.
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Figure 4.7 Output energy of desired user, Efyn-, with hard limiter, heuristic
threshold and optimal threshold. SNR. i. = 8 dB, p 0.7.
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Figure 4.8 BER performance of desired user for decorrelator, heuristic threshold
and optimal threshold detector. SNR 1 8 dB, p = 0.7.
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Figure 4.9 BER performance of desired user for decorrelator, heuristic threshold
and optimal threshold detector. SNR 1 = 8 dB, p = 0.3.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, the idea of using a soft limiter for the tentative decision at the

decorrelating detector output is extended such that the threshold of the soft limiter

is set in an adaptive manner. This scheme, being adaptive in nature, does not

need any measurement of the signal energies. The threshold is set using the energy

minimization algorithm.

Optimum (steady-state) canceller weights and optimum threshold values are

derived for K users. For the ease of analysis, a two-user case is evaluated and its BER

performance is compared to the two-user hard-limiter and the two-user soft-limiter

with a heuristic threshold. It is demonstrated that the adaptive soft-limiter performs

better than the hard-limiter and is almost as good as the heuristic soft-limiter. Note

that the adaptive soft-limiter does not need any signal measurement and do not rely

on a heuristic calculation. Therefore it is preferable to use the adaptive soft limiter

at the decorrelating detector output.



CHAPTER 5

BOOTSTRAP SEPARATOR FOR ASYNCHRONOUS CDMA
COMMUNICATION WITH SINGULAR CROSS-CORRELATION

MATRIX

The detection of K asynchronous CDMA user data by using the one-shot detection

scheme was explained in Chapter 2. At the one-shot matched filter-bank the

first user signature sequence is matched in full and the remaining K 1 user

signature sequences are matched partially generating two outputs for each partial

user. Therefore the resulting partial cross correlation matrix (PCCM) has (2K —

1) x (2K — 1) dimensions and can be singular. When PCCM is singular then the

bootstrap algorithm does not converge and hence cannot be used.

In this chapter, first we prove the non-convergence of the bootstrap algorithm

analytically when the cross correlation matrix is non singular. Then, two different

solutions are proposed to avoid the non-convergence problem for the bootstrap

algorithm.

5.1 The Convergence Problem of Bootstrap Decorrelator

First we remark on the fact that the singularity of PCCM P has been demonstrated

with actual Gold code sequences. Singularity occurred for certain set of relative

delays between the codes. In order to examine the convergence property of the

bootstrap decorrelator, in the following discussion P is assumed to be singular.

The signal vector a generated at the one-shot matched filter-bank output is

applied to the bootstrap decorrelating detector. The bootstrap decorrelator was

briefly explained in Section 2.2. After a sufficient number of iterations, when the

adaptive weights converge to their steady state values, from Eq. (2.20):

E{zisgn(zj)} = 0, i,j = 1, , 2K — 1; i j, (51.)

where z i is the ith output of the bootstrap decorrelator.
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Substituting z i and zj into the above equation, we get

E{zisgn(zi)} = E{vTxsgn(vTx)}

= E {vT PAbsgn(vT PAb 6)}

E{4'isgn(vTPAb

where = 7)1'n and = vTn,.

The first term in the above equation can be written as

E{vTPAbsgn(v .TPAb

= Eb{v, PAb(Pr{v 7T P Ab 6j > 0} — Pr{ v . PAb 6j <

2--(2K_1) EvT .P.Ab(Pr{j > --v3 P Al)} — Prfej > vT PAbl)
be{.}

q12-(2K -1) E vTpAbo. 2Q(
v P Ab

3 	)1,
bE{.}	

cr6

where the set {•} contains all 2 (2K-1 ) combinations of bit vector b.

The second term in Eq. (5.2) can be calculated as (see Appendix B)

E{6isgn(vTPAb 	 .3))• =(2K
-1) v, vTPv i 20.6_ exp, [v .TPAI)] 2

bto viPvi V27r	 (	 202	 )'	 (5.4)

Substituting Eqs. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (5.2) we get

vTPAb
E{zisgn(zi )} = 7.711 P 2-(2K-1) E Abp.-2Q(  3 cr6  )]

be{.}

+2-(2R---1) E 	3 	 exp(
20-A 	 [vTMPA 2

bE{.} vTPvi \/27r si 	2ut

T norV i Pr j, (5.5)

where r 3 is the term inside the curly parentheses. Combining terms for all i and j

we get
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(5.2)

(5.3)

E{zsgn(zT )} = V PR, 	 (5.6)
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the cross correlation matrix is full rank then the bootstrap algorithm is used on the

remaining independent matched filter-bank outputs for the decorrelation. Otherwise,

the previous procedure is repeated until the cross correlation matrix is full rank.

_Figure 5.1 Proposed adaptive one-shot decorrelating detector tor the dependent
user codes.

5.2.1 Determination of Dependent Users

When the PCCM of the one-shot matched filter-bank is singular, some of the row

vectors of this matrix depend on each other. In this section, it is proven that one

can identify these dependent rows by applying the adaptive power minimization

algorithm to the output of the one-shot matched filter-bank.

The one-shot matched filter-bank output signal vector can be written as

x = PAb 	 (5.10)
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The adaptive power minimization algorithm can be viewed as a (2K — 1) x (2K — 1)

linear transformation applied to the output of the one-shot matched filter-bank in

such a way that

Z = VX 	 (5.11)

where

V = I — W 	 (5.12)

is a (2K — 1) x (2K — 1) transformation matrix, I is identity and W is the adaptive

weight matrix

W =

0
w21

W12
0

' W1,2K-1
" 11)2,2K-1

(5. 13)     

W2K-1,1 W2fi•-1,2 • " 	 0

The adaptive power minimization algorithm has (2K-1) x (2K —2) adaptive weights

updated iteratively at each step. The adaptation rule is given by

wi 	wig — p 	
a

i 	
Etzn

onvii

w ii 4--- w ig — 2,11.E{zixj }	 i , j = 1, . , 2.K — 1; i 	 j,	 (5.14)

where it is the step size of the convergence.

Initially these weights are set to zero and after a sufficient number of iterations

they converge to their steady state values. The convergence of the weights is achieved

when

Efzixil = 0, di, j; i j.	 (5. 15)

From Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11),

EtzxT 1 	 E {(V P Ab + V n)(bT APT + nT ))

= VPA 2PT +VPcr 2

= V PQ	 (5.16)

where Q = A2 PT 10.2.
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Claim 1: Q is always non-singular.

Proof: Note that A2 PTA 2 is a positive semidefinite matrix. That is, its

smallest eigenvalue is zero. On the other hand A 2 a2 is positive definite matrix

with the smallest eigenvalue greater than zero. Therefore the smallest eigenvalue of

A 2 PTA2 -FA2 o-2 is greater than zero [29]. That is, A 2PTA 2 + A2 o-2 is a non-singular

matrix. Since

A2pTA2 A20.2 	 (A2PT  Icr2 )A 2

= QA2 	(5.17)

is non-singular then Q is also non-singular. (Q.E.D)

Claim 2: At the steady state, the signal power of the outputs corresponding

to the dependent rows of P are zero.

Proof: From Eq. (5.15), if the algorithm converges, then the matrix E{zxT}

becomes diagonal whose elements are E{zixi}. From Eq. (5.16), however, this

diagonal matrix must be singular if P is singular. That is,

Efzix i l = 0, 	 3i, 	 i 	 1,...,2K — 1. 	 (5.18)

Now, when the algorithm converges the ith row of Eq. (5.16) is given by

{ 0 • • 	 0 Efzi x il 0 • • • 0 = vTPQ, 	 (5.19)

where v iT is the ith row of the matrix V.

If the ith row of PQ does not depend on the other rows, then in the above

equation, for Efzi x i l to be equal to zero, vi i has to be equal to zero, a contradiction

since by definition in Eq. (5.12) vii is equal to 1. Therefore

E{ zi x i } 0, if the ith row of PQ does not depend on the other rows. (5.20)

But v ii = 1, then:

for Efzixil = 0, it is necessary that the ith row of PQ depends on the other rows.

(5.21)



where we again used the fact that v ii 1. Combining the results of Eqs. (5.21) and

(5.23), we conclude that if the power of the ith output obtained by using the adaptive

power minimization algorithm, E{zn is zero, then the ith row of PQ necessarily

depends on the other rows. The situation is the same for P since Q has been shown

to be non-singular. (Q.E.D)

5.2.2 Weight Convergence of Bootstrap Separator

Upon identification of the dependent rows, the row that corresponds to the minimum

bit energy (that is, the partial user with minimum r) is eliminated. The elimination is

done by not correlating the received signal with the user's partial signature sequence.

After eliminating all the dependent rows of the cross correlation matrix P, the

outputs of the one-shot matched filter-bank with a full rank P are applied to the

adaptive bootstrap separator for signal separation.

The modified matrix P is a full rank rectangular matrix. In order to distinguish

it from the square and singular P, we use P. Similarly, we use "tilde" for the

other modified parameters such as the one-shot matched filter-bank correlation noise

vector ri, the output signal vector x, the adaptive bootstrap separator transformation

matrix V, the weight matrix W and the output signal vector matrix z.
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Let P be a K x (2K — 1) matrix where k is the rank of P. From Eq. (5.5),

when the adaptive weights of the bootstrap separator converge, we have

E'fisgnPi)}	 2-(2K-1) E i--/Ti3A1){1 	
i)ri3Ab

)12Q(
bE{.}

ViiTPAN2
)	 (5.24)2- (2K-1)	 ,N5;_r2cr".,

-Tp 	 exp( 	 2aZ 	 '

where P r, is the K x k covariance matrix of ft, obtained from P by eliminating the

columns corresponding to the rows that were eliminated to generate P from P. The

vi is the ith row vector of V. As in Eq. (5.8), E{isgn(i i)} > 0 for k 1,...,k.

Rewriting Eq. (5.24),

	E“isgn(ii)} = 75T.P.- /2--(2K-i)	 Tij'AbE Ab[1 — 2Q( 1).1	 )]
bE{-} 	

a  3

j -P 2I nil i	+2-(2x-1) v   	 exp( 	 3 . 	
)

ii T i' i) 
2cr i 	ri

. v/27r 	 2aZ

Abi

b€{•} i n 3 	e)
= il iTki) i i, i = 1, ... , k, (5.25)

where we use Pin = PE. with In a (2K — 1) x K matrix, wherein the rows corre-

sponding to the eliminated rows are all zeros and is the term inside the curly

brackets in the above equation.

The above equation can be written in a matrix form as:

E{isgn(iT )} = V PR, (5.26)

where R is (2K — 1) x K matrix whose columns are a with j = 1,... ,k. When the

bootstrap algorithm converges, the left-hand side of Eq. (5.26) is a diagonal matrix

with all positive terms, having full rank. Therefore R must have a full rank, k,

resulting in a unique solution for V.
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BER performance of the bootstrap separator is better than the performance for the

conventional decorrelator, whereas for high interference it is the same. Of special

interest is the curves with SNR1 SNRi as it reflects the performance with power

control.

Figure 5.3 repeats the results of the Figure 5.2, except that the singular cross
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Figure 5.2 BER performance of three asynchronous users using the adaptive and
non-adaptive decorrelating detectors.
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SNR,i, dB, i=2,3

Figure 5.3 BER performance of three asynchronous users using the adaptive and
non-adaptive decorrelating detectors.
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5.3 Proposed Solution II

The second proposed method for avoiding the non-convergence of the bootstrap

algorithm takes advantage of using a soft limiter for the weight updating scheme.

It is shown analytically that using a soft limiter rather than a hard limiter for the

weight adaptation scheme does not introduce the problem of convergence. This idea

is supported with simulations of several asynchronous CDMA users when the one-
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In Section 5.1, it was shown that when A.) = sgri•) (i.e. hard decision

function), the adaptive weights do not converge if the PCCM is singular.

In order to resolve this problem, we propose the discrimination function:

f(z3)
{

1	 if zj > t
zjit if —t < < t
—1 if zj < —t,

(5.33)

where t is a real number called the threshold. Then

E{z,f(zi)} = E {(vT P Ab ei ) f (vT P Ab

	

E {tql P Ab f (vT P Ab j )} 	(vTPAb 6)}. (5.34)

l3oth terms in the right hand side of the above equation are derived in Appendix B.

Then

El z i f (z 	 = 2-(2k-r) 	 {cid]. Q(C3 — 
t ) — Q(ej t )1

bE{•} 	 ate 	 (y.&i

CiCj rQ(ej 	
t )

	 Q(Ci 	 t )1 + CifTei 	[C	 t]2 

ty127 
{exp(	 _2 ) — exp( 

[cj —
2
t]2 

)]
Cre3 	Ciej	 4G"(7

vTPvi ot FQ( ci — t 	 c2( c
3
 t  )i }

vT Pvi t 	 CY&I

where ci = PAb an.d ej vTPAb, i,j 1, ... 2K — 1.

In the limit when t 0, using L'Hospital's rule, we can show that the second

term in Eq. (5.35) cancels out the third term with the result in Eq. (5.5). Note that

P is positive semidefinite; then, for E{zi f (zj )} = 0, v j cannot be an eigenvector of

P since then vTPv j = 0, and the equation cannot be satisfied.

For a quite small t the sum of the second and third terms of Eq. (5.35) is almost

zero, leaving

E zi Azi )1 = 2 -(2K-1) 	{ci p.—Q(ci — t) Q( cj +t )]

bE{•} 	 cr&, 	 cr(,

+ vTPvj ot e — t•
T p	  4 [Q( 3 	 )

c - t
)1

Vi V,/	 Crej 	 Cr6

(5.35)
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2--(2x-1)v
= vTP 2 -(2K-1) 2... ,‘—\ Abaij (t) + 	 3 E 4a2j (t){

be{.} 	 0/4 be{.}
= 0, 	 i,j = 1,...,2K — 1; i 	 ,j', 	 (5.36)

where

- 	

t 	 + t
C743  

(3- 	 ei — t
---14 [Q( 	 ) 	 Q(

c
i
 + t )1

vTPvj > 0. (5.37)

Note that aii(t) > 0 for t > 0 and any cj, and ce2j(t) > 0 for any t and any cj.

From Eq. (5.36) we get:

TPv v
vTPA E baij(t) 	 2 	 3 E ce2i(i), i, j = 1, . . . , 2K 1; i j. (5.38)

be{•} 	 Ifv j ll pbe{.}

We may also write Eq. (5.36) in the form of

E{zif(zi)} vTPri	(5.39)

where r j is the term inside the curly brackets. Then

E{zi f(zi )} 	 0 	 • • • 	 0
0 	 E{zif(z2)} • • • 	 0

E{zf(z T)} =

0

VPR.
0 	 E{Z2K-1f(Z21C-1)}

(5.40)

From Eq. (5.36), when P is singular E{zif(zi )} must be equal to zero for as

many i as the nullity of P. Therefore, from Eq. (5.36),

Efzif (zi)}	 2-(2K-1)vTpA E baii(t)+ E a2i(t),
ben,	bEN

	v'fpA E bce i i(t)	 E a2i(t) for these i's	 (5.41)
be{.} 	 bE{.}

	

and v,TPA E baii(t) 	 — E a2i(t) for the other i's; 	 (5.42)
bE{.} 	 be{.}

where i 1, 	 , 2K — 1. Considering Eqs. (5.38), (5.41) and (5.42) we conclude that

steady state weights exist.
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5.3.2 BER Performance Analysis

The adaptive weights for the K asynchronous users can be found using Eq. (5.36).

The ith output of bootstrap separator can be written as,

zi =Tib i piTA i bi n i — w i

= v/Ft i bi + p iT Aib i + n i — tj(P iA i bi po/Ftibi ?ii)

= (1 — tuTp i )VEi bi (pT — wT 	 ni w„Tni , 	 (5.43)

where, in the above equation, the underlined vector is the vector without its ith

element and the underlined matrix is the matrix without its ith row and ith column.

The BER for the ith user is

(2K-2) E Q( 0. - tvTp 	 (pT — .1eP i )A ik
BERT = 2- 	 ), 	 (5.44)

e1),E1.1 	 cr ,

where the set {•} contains all 22K-2 different combinations of b i .

5.3.3 Simulation Results

Three asynchronous users with the same code sequences as in Section 5.2 are

simulated using the proposed scheme.

In order to observe the effect of the threshold setting on the adaptive weight

convergence, the threshold of the soft limiter is changed from 10 -5 to about 10 5 for

desired and interfering user's SNR equal to 8 dB. The bootstrap separator's weights

converge for a wide range of threshold settings. The results are depicted in Figure 5.5.

With a threshold of 2.0, the adaptive bootstrap separator is simulated for

various desired and interfering user SNRs. The separator weights converged for all

the cases.

The BER performance of the adaptive bootstrap separator and its non-adaptive

counterpart is depicted in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 for various desired user and inter-

fering users' SNRs. From these figures it can be observed that, for low interference,
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the BER performance of the bootstrap separator is better than the performance for

the non-adaptive decorrelating detector, whereas for high interference it is the same.

Figure 5.5 The effect of threshold setting on the convergence of adaptive decorre-
lating detector.
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Figure 5.6 BER performance of one-shot adaptive and non-adaptive decorrelatin.g
detectors for three asynchronous CDMA users with dependent codes.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter we analysed the non-convergence problem of the adaptive bootstrap

separator, which occurs whenever the cross correlation matrix of the user codes is

singular. The singularity of the cross correlation matrix is a common phenomenon

for the one-shot detection of asynchronous CDMA users. We proposed two different

schemes as a solution to the convergence problem. The first scheme was based on

obtaining a full rank cross correlation matrix by eliminating the dependent rows of

the cross correlation matrix in a sequential manner. For this procedure, an adaptive

power minimization algorithm was used. The second scheme takes advantage of

using soft limiter as the discriminator function for the weight update rather than the

hard limiter. BER performances of both methods were obtained by simulating three

asynchronous CDMA users. The performance results of both proposed adaptive

schemes are better than the performance of the non-adaptive decorrelating detector.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

We began this dissertation by addressing the need for an increase in the capacity for

mobile radio communication. The capacities of the multiple access schemes currently

in commercial use such as FDMA and TDMA are well below the required demand for

the future generation of mobile radio communication. The CDMA multiple access

scheme emerges as a possible solution to the growing demand for mobile communi-

cations. The capacity of CDMA is limited by the multiuser interference from the

other users. The cancellation of multiuser interference for CDMA communications

is one of the active research areas in the recent years.

Since the characteristics of the mobile communication environment are time

varying, it is desirable for the detector to adapt itself to the changing conditions of

the communication environment. Throughout this dissertation, the focus was on the

adaptive schemes, for the cancellation of multiuser interference.

In Chapter 3, the advantage of using the adaptive decorrelating detector rather

than the non-adaptive decorrelating detector is demonstrated by comparing their

BER performance in an asynchronous CDMA environment with erroneous code

delay estimation. It is observed that the non-adaptive decorrelating detector is very

sensitive to the delay estimation errors, whereas the adaptive decorrelating detector

is very robust. This adaptive decorrelating detector can be used as a first stage in

the multi-stage CDMA detector.

In Chapter 4, an adaptive two-stage CDMA detector is proposed with an

adaptive threshold setting algorithm. This algorithm finds the optimum threshold

values by minimizing the energy at the output of the canceller stage with respect to

the interfering signals. It is observed that minimizing the output energy is not the

same as minimizing the BER of the desired user. However, the difference between the

minimum BER and the BER corresponding to the minimum energy for the desired
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user is almost negligible. Therefore, the optimum threshold is found according to

the adaptive energy minimization algorithm. Selecting the adaptive decorrelating

detector studied in the Chapter 3, for this two-stage detector, makes the whole

structure totally adaptive.

Finally in Chapter 5, the problem of non-convergence for the adaptive decor-

relating detector is studied. It is analytically proven that the adaptive decorrelating

detector weights do not converge when partial signature sequences which occur in

one-shot asynchronous CDMA detection are dependent. Two different solution are

then proposed and analysed using adaptive schemes. It is observed that both of

the proposed schemes have better BER performance compared to the non-adaptive

decorrelating detector.



APPENDIX A

DERIVATIONS FOR CHAPTER 4

A.1 Derivation of E {WOO}

It is easy to show that E{bif(riki)bi = 1} =	 = -11. Theri ei fore,

E{bif(riktil	
1 	r foki) „„, ( (7,k,_ 77id)2

 ark 	

(A.1)
.77ranki -00 	 20-2

?MI

where TIT-ci and o- 772. are the mean and the variance of the Gauissan random variable
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With b1 = 1 and therefore riki = Akizi Aki( N/a7+ 6) and -777; = Akifdi. Then

evaluating the integral over its three regions, (-oo, -1), [-1,1] and [1, Do), with

change of a variable, x (j1k1 rikiVan,„ we get

Elbif ( 7701 =
1 {f -- .2

ex2'2dx	
al 

(a-roax Akiv rti)e -s2 2 dx (A.2)

(e1:;j2 e -ar1/2) + kigtt - Q(al) Q(a2)1+Q(al) - Q(a2)

where a l 	- Aki vfiri)/o-71 ,, and a2 	(1 + Aki Ngti)! cr ,iikt .

A.2 Derivation of E{f2 (nki)}

The E{f 2 (9k i)} can be written as

Elf2 ( -01)} = ---21 E{f2 (rikt)Ibi = 1} + -21 E{f2 (mci)lb i = -1} 	 (A.3)

It is easy to show that conditioned on bi = 1 and bt -1, both terms in the right

hand side of the above equation are equal. Therefore,

E 2 ( 710 )1 = E{ f 2 ( ki ) I bi = 1}
1, 	 (77k/ 	 Aktia7) 2 )

\.77,, 	12(7 Ai) exp
2u2/27r0 
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Substituting x1 	 (rim - Aki lfcti)10-77,a in the first integral, x 2 = Oki + \AT/V°,) ,,

the second integral in the above equation and performing the integration we get
2

° nkt [(2a0 a2 )e-'3 / 2 	(2a0 a1 ) e -c4/ 2 ]

a (2) ) [1 - Q(a1) Q(a2)] Q(a i )d- Q(a2), (A.5)

where ao AkiVECticrri ki, a1 = (1 - AktViTi)/°"nk, and a 2 = (1 +

A.3 Derivation of Elb/df(iiki)/dAkil

It is easy to show that E Ibidf (7701 clAkil = E Ibizidf (rIki) 1 AO and Efbizidf(nki)/dilki l bl =

-11 = Ef bizidf(rIkt)/driki = 11. Therefore,
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	drik i 	 aqki

exp 	 (71k1 	 Aki 	
1)2)

Au (A.6)1
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Changing variable, x = (riki - k! N/Frii) I a k„ in the above equation and performing

the integration we get,

E { Of (7101 = 1 grkt  ( e -- 4.12 — e -c412 ) + kIT/ [1 — Q(a2 ) - Q(a
dAk/ Akl v2Tr

(A.7)

where a i and a 2 are defined in (A.5).

A.4 Derivation of Eff(ziki)df(7)m)/dAkil
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It is easy to show that, both terms in the right hand side of the above equation are

equal. Therefore,

	E f O 
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Changing variable x (Tiki -Vorriki and performing the integration gives
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A.5 Derivation of Pe,
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By using the fact that Pr(r1 u < -1, b2) = Pr(7712 > 1, -b2) we can write,
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By letting
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATIONS FOR CHAPTER 5

B.1 Derivation of E{eisgn(v ,TPAb ej)}

In order to calculate the second term in Eq. (5.2), we use a linear transformation

such that,

[i _[F G0 	 i l[
(B.1)

where
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Note that A i (6 — Gei )/F, Aj ej and E{A i Aj f 0. From Eq. (5.2) we

can write,

.E-fisgn(v ,TPAb 	 Ef(FAi GAi)sgn(vTPAb + Ai)}
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since A i and Ai are uncorrelated. From the above equation,
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Substituting into Eq. (B.4) results in Eq. (5.4).
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